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This paper describes a collision avoidance system using Whole Arm Proximity (WHAP) sensors on an articulated robot arm.
The capacitance-base.d sensors generate electric fields which completely encompass the robot arm and detect obstacles as they
approach from any direction. The robot is moved through the workspace using a velocity command generated either by an
operator through a force-sensing input device or a preprogrammed sequence of motions. The directional obstacle information
gathered by the WHAP sensors is then used in a matrix column maximization algorithm that automatically selects the sensor
closest to an obstacle during each robot controller cycle. The distance from this sensor to the obstacle is used to reduce the
component of the command input velocity along the normal axis of the sensor, allowing graceful perturbation of the velocity
command to prevent a collision. . -

By scaling only the component of the velocity vector in the direction of the nearest obstacle, the control system restricts motion
in the direction of an obstacle while permitting unconstrained motion in other directions. The actual robot joint positions and
the WHAP sensor readings are communicated to an operator interface consisting of a graphical model of the Puma robot and its
environment. Circles are placed on the graphical robot surface at positions corresponding to the locations of the WHAP sensor.
As the individual sensors detect obstacles, the associated circles change color, providing the operator with visual feedback as to
the location and relative size of the obstacle. At the same time, the graphical robot position is updated to reflect the actual state
of the robot. This information, coupled with the selective constraints hnposed by the WI-IAP control system, permit the
operator to plan alternative paths around unmodeled, but sensed, obstacles•

[_ 1, INTRODUCTION

i Much of the current robotics effozt at the US Depart. merit of Energy is directed toward remote handling of hazardous waste.

, Some of this waste threatens the environment, requiring that active steps be taken to remotely stabilize, detoxify, or repackage
•the material. Because of the hazards involved, telerobotic systems are being developed to remotely inspect, characterize, and
process waste and the containers. Sophisticated systems are being developed to permit sensor mapping of the environment,
building of world models, and graphical programming of the robot system 1.

An important tenet of this waste handling scheme is that the act of processing the waste mu_t create no additional h_tzards and
i do no damage to the containment structure. Collision-free paths for robot manipulators are calculated using world models

ygenerated from sensor information. To provide the required degree of safety, however, it must be assumed that the information
i contained in these world models is inaccurate due to errors such as sensor noise or incorrect assumptions. This mandates the

use of an independent collision avoidance system incorporating both sensors for detecting the approach of obstacles, and a
control system that gracefully overrides commands which would result in collisions.

An excellent technique for preventing collisions, especially along the length of a robot link, involves the use of proxhnity
sensors spaced over the robot surface. Cheung and Lumelsky 2 use a system of infrared emitters and detectors on flexible

printed circuit boards. These sensors are.directional and can provide information useful in mapping obstacles. However, large
numbers of these devices would be required to completely protect the surface of a robot arm. A capacitive sensor, termed the
Capaciflector, was developed at NASA for collision avoidance 3. This sensor design uses active electrical guarding techniques
to allow sensors to measure the capacitance between the sensor and electrical ground. Merritt Systems, Inc. has developed a
multi-mode sensor architecture that combines infrared and ultrasonic sensors for collision avoidance 4. In ali these systems,
intbrmation from the sensors is used in a variety of control and planning schemes to permit collision-free motion in the presence
of obstacles. Additionally, since it is desirable to continue purposeful motion in the presence of obstacles, these sensor systems
can deliver spatially-resolved proximity data that reflects the distance to the obstacle, as well as the location along the robot and
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'l'his paper cxp,mds upon previous work 5,(_ with lhc Whole Arm Pt_xin_ily (WItAI') sensor and collision avoidance system.
l:_rst, lhc principle of operation and advantages of the Whole Arm Proximily (WHAP) sensors are discussed and comt_ared with
otl_er types of sensors. Next is a description of a new control algorithm thai is tailored for collision avoidance in [ele(_perated or
prcprogrammcd motion. This control system automatically perturbs operator or preprogrammed robot commands to actively
avoid collisions. A virtual environment has been developed to provide the operator with a graphical representation of the
current state of the robot and the world model. This allows the operator to interact with the robot system in order to respond to

unmodeled obstacles and replan robot paths.

2. CAPACITIVE PROXIMITY $ENSO.R.S

Capacitance-based proximity sensing for collision avoidance offers many advantages. The distribution of the electric field
allows broad coverage of a robot without large numbers of sensors. Changes in the electric field due to obstacles are sensed
instantaneously, unlike sound-based systems which require listening for a return echo. A capacitance measurement is also
insensitive to the color, texture, and surface orientation of an approaching obstacle. Capacitive sensors ate inherently simple,

consisting of two conductive plates with minimal supporting electronics located near the sensing site. This greatly increases -_

sensor reliability_an important consideration in hazardous environments with extremes of temperature, radiation, and
corrosives.

Capacitance-based proximity sensors may be divided into two classes based on whether or not the obstacle forms one p'late of t
capacitive sensor. The most common capacitive sensors consist of a single plate on the sensor itself and use the obstacle or a "

distant ground as the second capacitor plate. This confi3guration works well in environments in which obstacles are nearby and
coupled to ground through relatively small impedances-. However, parasitic capacitances to ground are problematic and
require the use of driven-guard shielding techniques which add to the complexity of the electronics located near the sensor as
the number of sensors increases.

!The Whole Arm Proximity (WHAP) sensor described in this paper measures a mutual capacitance between two conductors 1
i-patterned on the sensor substrate itself 6. The two electrodes can be designed with precisely defined geometries to generate a q

spatially-resolved fringing electric field. Conductive or dielectric obstacles disturb the electric field through a shielding effect '
and alter the measured mutual capacitance. Since the electric field between the two plates is well-defined by the conductor

arrangement, it is possible to reconstruct the obstacle surface and range more accurately. Because this configuration does not
measure displacement currents to electrical ground, stray capacitances to ground (such as between the sensor and a metal robot
surface) do not affect the measurement. No active shielding is required, and this type of sensor is insensitive to the electrical
potential of the obstacle.

3. WHAP SENSOR PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

A schematic 2D model of the WHAP sensor is given in Figure 1. One electrode is driven by an oscillator, while the other is
connected to an amplifier for sensing capacitor charge. For a fixed oscillator drive voltage, this charge output signal is
proportional to the sensor capacitance. The sensor capacitance is altered by the presence of obstacles within the electric field.
Under the assumption that the wavelength of the oscillator is much larger than the dimensions of the sensor, the analysis
becomes an electrostatic problem containing two conductive electrodes and obstacles of unknown composition. Using this
technique, both conductive and nonconductive obstacles may be sensed, although the sensor output depends on the composition,
as well as the get,merry of nonconductive obstacles.

The obstacle is assumed to be a conductive plate oriented parallel to the sensor. This assumption is reasonable for collision
avoidance purposes if the WI]AP sensor is smaller than the obstacle and the obstacle is relatively far away. This model with the
three capacitances and one impedance of concern is given in Figure !. The charge amplifier configuration of the WHAP
circuitry (discussed later) senses changes only in C12, so the problem consists of relating the obstacle geometry to this
capacitance. In a previous paper 6, finite element analyses (FEA) have been used to calculate the variation of C!2 with distance,
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i The WHAP sensor "skin" for the PUMA was fabricated using a three layer printed circuit board. Each sensor consists of a
: 20 mm diameter disc surrounded by a 30 mm i.d. ring that is 4 mm wide. A total of 41 of these sensors has been mounted on

the robot. Fourteen sensors are mounted on the third link, and 27 are mounted on the large planar region of the second link

(Figure 2). The sensors were positioned to provide enough overlap of the sensing fields to provide redundant information.
Center-to-center distances ranged from 50 to 120 mm, depending on the location on the robot arm.

. .

The bottom layer of the sensor circuit board (nearest the robot) was used for power, drive s_gnals, and the charge amplifier

components, while the middle layer was grounded for isolation. The top layer was patterned to provide the disk and ring sensor
configuration discussed above. The sensor receiving plates (right electrode in Figure 1) from two adjacent sensors were

electrically connected to a single charge amplifier input. By driving the sensors at two different frequencies, the single charge

amplifier output lead can be used for both sensors. This configuration can be extended to further reduce the number of signal

lines by increasing the number of unique operating frequencies. Recent changes to the sensor design allow WHAP sensors to be
fabricated using two-layer boards, significantly reducing complexity and cost.

An important feature of this configuration is that only the charge amplifier integrated circuits and associated passive
components and connectors need to t)e _'m the sensor b_)ard (Figure I). As mentioned earlier, no driven electrical guard

electrode is necessary in this design since tire charge amplifier configuration is insensitive to parasitic capacitances to ground.

Synchronous detection circuitry was used to measure the amplitude of the corresponding frequency componen! in the charge
amplifier output. These circuits provided ata extremely low noise signal output by phase- and frequency-locking onto the input

drive signal. Because of this, no shielding was required on the signal leads. Only the cables leading to the drive electrodes

must be shielded to tnininfize stray coupling to the charge anaplifier inputs. This electrical configuration significantly reduces
the number of components that must be in a hazardous environment, facilitating the environmental and radiation hardening of

the sensors. The use of unshiehled c:_l_lii_!, also significantly reduces the weight of the system.
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f _guro 2 WtqAP Sensor Skin on PUMA Robot. The WHAP sensors are visible as disks su)rounded by light-colored rings

.AI'PlACATION TO A PUMA 500

(_urreni laborat(_ry experiments consider the use of WHAP sensor information to gracefully, prevent collisions by perturbing

commands provided by an operator through a six degree of freedom force input device, called the Force-Torque Ball (lq'B).

The control syste:n for the teleoperated PUMA configuration is given in Figure 3. The operator gives velocity commands, ha in

the world coordinate frame. These commands are transformed inio joint space lo result in the desired velocity trajectory, Oa.

This c(m_tnand vector is; scaled by the WHAF' filter prior to being communicated lo the robot controller as con'lmand velocity

(), .

"l'llc %keltt\t' lillcr rcducc,_ lhc (tesirc(t \,el(>c'ilv baisc(t up_m lhc dilcclit_n and In:l_,.niludc of _.l.ioinl I_crll.irl_al>>r_vect()r, Atf. "l'tli<,
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! This algbrithm computes a linearized distance, in robot joint space, to a sensed obstacle along the z axis of each WHAP sensor.
.The column maximization operation makes the decision as to which sensor is providing the most important information during

each controller cycle. Because the maximization algorithm is executed for each robot controller cycle, the "important" sensor

can chan_e smoothly as the arm is moved past an obstacle. This simple method of selecting a sensor works well because the

overlapping electric fields of the WHAP sensors provide simultaneous sensing of an obstacle i'y a number of sensors. This

seamless transition results in smooth motion past an obstacle, in spite of gross motion of the =obot with respect to the obstacle.• .

The characteristics of the WHAP filter are shown in Figure 4. "['he filter operates on the velocity component, in robot joint .,

space, which lies parallel to the z axis of the sensor determined in the column minimization procedure, lt reduces the magnitude

of the dot product of the velocity command and the "important" Sensor normal vector based upon the estimated distance to the '

obstacle. The linear transition with two breakpoints was chosen for simplicity -- other functions may be also be used. The

breakpoints currently used in the system were chosen such that the "W'HAP filter begins to decrease at a distance of about

200 mm, and becomes zero (stopping ali motion in the direction of the obstacle) at about 30 mm.

This system has been implemented on ,_ real-time VME,-bus based computing platform. The WHAP sensor data is updated
every 10 ms by a set of boards that perform the synchronous detection and analog-to-digital conversion. A 68030 CPU board

running VxWorks © reads the sensor data over the bus and performs the Jacobian transformations from sensor space to robot

joint space and the column maximization. A second CPU board reads the FTB input through a serial port, translates the input
from world space to robot joint space, and uses the WHAP perturbation from the first CPU board to scale the desired velocity

command, qd, to produce the command velocity qc. "['he Puma controller is running, a SLAVE program which communicates

serially with the VME system and exchanges the desired and actual robot joint positions every 28 ms.
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normal vector is scaled based upon the calculated joint perturbation, Aq.

6. VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT j
i

A virtual environment has beendeveloped to enable the operator to interact with the robot system in an intuitive way. As the !
robot complexity and number of sensors in a robot system rise, it becomes increasingly important to communicate complex
information to a human operator effectively. Through the virtual environment, the operator is provided visual feedback
reflecting the actual motion of the robot and the state of the sensors. In the system described above, the WHAP sensors are used __
to automatically prevent robot collisions with unmodeled obstacles. However, unless the commanded trajectory is modified, the

I robot eventually stops and ceases to perform useful work. Through the virtual environment, the human operator views the
.WHAP sensor activation information in real-time, and is able to modify the robot motion to avoid unexpected obstacles.
i

i The virtual environment consists of a 3-D graphical model of the kinematically correct robot and its environment, including
modeled obstacles. Figure 5 shows the virtual environment with several sensors activated on the robot arm. The WHAP
sensors are modeled as circles on the graphical robot. The size and location of the circles correspond to the respective position
on the robot arm. The virtual environment model is generated using CimStation (Silma, Inc.) and is run on a Silicon Graphics
workstation. The operator can be fully immersed in the virtual robot environment through the use of a 3-D stereo viewer. One
of the advantages of full immersion in the virtual environment is that operator interactions are natural and intuitive. The view

'.position of the operator is tracked by the Boom and the graphics.are updated as the operator looks around and moves through

the graphical model. _j
i

' The communication between the virtual robot environment and the VME robot control platform uses a client/server protocol. )
During operation, the virtual model requests and receives real-time robot joint positions and WHAP sensor updates as the actual i
arm is moved via the FTB. The WHAP sensors on the gr_,Thical robot change color as the sensor readings indicate detection ofi
an obstacle. While the VME robot control system keeps the arm from colliding with an obstacle by reducing the approach
velocity to zero, the graphical display assists the operator in determining where the impending collision is occurring. The
relative size and location of an obstacle can be determined by noting the number and location of the graphical sensors being,),

activated. This feedback allows the operator to modify the trajectory to replan a path around the obstacle and continue
performing the task.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their

, employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-

bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or

process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-

ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-

mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
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United States Government or any agency ther_f.
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